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The Seismological Society of America (SSA) is an
international scientific society devoted to the
advancement of seismology and the understanding of
earthquakes for the benefit of society. As a member
of SSA, you keep up to date with research in
seismology and related fields through SSA's
publications and conferences. You help define the
concerns and research interests of the seismological
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INFORMATION FOR CONTRIBUTORS
The Bulletin of the Seismological Society of America is
a peer-reviewed journal inviting original research and
review papers in seismology, including investigation of
specific earthquakes, theoretical and observational studies
of seismic waves, inverse methods for determining the
structure of the Earth or the dynamics of the earthquake
source, seismometry, earthquake hazard and risk estimation, seismotectonics, and earthquake engineering. Special
issues focus on important earthquakes or rapidly changing
topics in seismology. Papers submitted to BSSA must be
original, unpublished, and not under consideration for
publication elsewhere. Membership in the Seismological
Society of America is not a requirement for submission
to BSSA.
Types of Papers
Contributed Articles present the methods, results, and
significance of original research. Articles make up the
majority of the papers published in BSSA.
Short Notes present original research that is limited in
scope. A short note should be well focused, concise, and
no more than six journal pages in length.
Review Articles present an overview and evaluation of the
existing knowledge and thereby provide useful guides to
future research. Authors should contact the Editor-inChief before preparing and submitting a review article.
Comments and Replies are encouraged by BSSA. Comments on papers published in the journal, and replies to
those comments, provide an open discussion of research
issues that can benefit the entire seismological community.

Electronic Supplements
Authors are encouraged to submit digital material to
supplement their articles. The online material must

be supplemental; that is, papers published in BSSA
must be complete without the electronic supplements.
High-resolution graphical information, animations of
time-sequenced observations or simulations, and threedimensional data models are especially appropriate as
electronic supplements. We will also consider other forms
of digital material, including documented source code
used to generate results presented in an article. Detailed
guidelines on the preparation and submission of supplemental material are available at http://www.seismosoc
.org/publications/esupps.php.

Page-Charge Policy
The Seismological Society of America requests that institutions supporting research share in the cost of publicizing the results of that research. Current charges are
available at http://www.seismosoc.org/publications/bssa/
authors/. The Editor-in-Chief has the discretion of granting a full or partial waiver of charges for authors who
do not have institutional support. Articles with waived
page charges cannot have color figures in the printed
journal.

Preparation of Manuscripts
Guidelines for the preparation of manuscripts are
available at http://www.seismosoc.org/publications/bssa/
authors/policies.php.

Submission of Manuscripts
Manuscripts must be submitted through BSSA’s onlinesubmission system at http://bssa.edmgr.com. Guidelines
for submission are available at http://www.seismosoc.org/
publications/bssa/authors/submissions.php.

The Seismological Society of America (SSA) is an international scientific society devoted to the
advancement of seismology and the understanding of earthquakes for the benefit of society.
Bulletin of the Seismological Society of America
BSSA is the premier journal of advanced research in earthquake seismology and related disciplines. It first appeared in
1911. Each issue is composed of scientific papers on the
various aspects of seismology, including investigation of
specific earthquakes, theoretical and observational studies
of seismic waves, inverse methods for determining the
structure of the Earth or the dynamics of the earthquake
source, seismometry, earthquake hazard and risk estimation,
seismotectonics, and earthquake engineering. Special issues
focus on important earthquakes or rapidly changing topics
in seismology.

Subscriptions to BSSA: The 2014 subscription rate for institutions and other non-members within the United States
is $600 ($650 outside the United States) and includes both
the print and the electronic editions. An electronic-only
edition is available for $540 anywhere in the world;
subscription applications are available at www.seismosoc

.org. Subscribers have access to the electronic edition of
BSSA through www.bssaonline.org.
Members of the Seismological Society of America (SSA)
are entitled to access the electronic editions of BSSA and
SSA’s other journal, Seismological Research Letters (SRL).
Members may also opt to purchase the print journals. For
information, go to www.seismosoc.org/membership/.

Single Copies: Many back issues of BSSA are available
from SSA headquarters at costs ranging from $6 to $35.
Contact SSA or visit www.seismosoc.org for more information. All articles are available as pay-per-view PDF
downloads at www.BSSAOnline.org.
Submissions: Submissions to BSSA are now done through
an online submission system at www.bssa.edmgr.com.
Guidelines are available at http://www.seismosoc.org/
publications/bssa/.
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